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GAO United States 
General Accounting Of’fice 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Resources, Community, and 
Economic Development Division 
5214727 

February 17, 1987 

The Honorable Morris K. Udall 
Chairman, Committee on Interior 

and Insular Affairs 
House of Representatives 

This report is in response to your request of July 18,1985, and subse- 
quent discussions with your office that we evaluate the Department of 
the Interior’s procedures for administering the trade or exchange of fed- 
eral coal lands, interest, or leases for privately owned property inter- 
ests. Specifically, you requested that we determine whether Interior’s 
procedures ensure that (1) only coal of equal value is exchanged, (2) 
environmental values are protected, (3) the exchanges are in the public 
interest, and (4) potentially competitive coal lands are not exchanged. 
As agreed with your office, our review was concerned with whether 
Interior has-and follows-procedures to further these ObJectives. We 
did not review the adequacy of the procedures. 

Briefly, we found that Interior has developed written procedures to 
determine whether coal lands, interests, or leases are of equal value and 
that most of these were followed in the exchanges we reviewed Interior 
also followed its procedures to ensure that environmental values are 
protected. Although Interior has developed explicit, agencywide criteria 
for determining whether some types of exchanges are in the public 
interest, it has not done so for all exchanges. Further, Interior does not 
have a policy that requires it to determine whether an exchange 
involves lands in which other companies have expressed an interest in 
leasing. 

Background, Scope, 
and’ Methodology 

Y 
Interior’s Bureau of Land Management (BLM) conducts two types of coal 
exchanges-fee and lease. In fee exchanges, the federal government 
trades its ownership of lands or mineral interests for privately held 
lands or interests, The government has entered mto fee exchanges, 
authorized by the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 
(FLPMA), to acquire private lands in wilderness areas and national parks 
and to consolidate coal lands into larger units that are more economical 
to mine. In lease exchanges, companies trade existmg federal coal leases 
in one area for new coal leases elsewhere. Generally, lease exchanges 
are individually authorized by the Congress as exceptions to the Federal 
Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976, which requires that coal leases 
be awarded only by competitive bidding. The Surface Mining Control 
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and Reclamation Act of 1977 also authorizes both fee and lease 
exchanges as a means of compensating owners or lessees of lands that 
are closed to mining to protect water supply systems and farming. 
Whether fee or lease, all coal exchanges must be of equal value and in 
the public interest. 

As the manager of public lands, BLM is responsible for administering coal 
exchanges. Once a company or individual submits a proposal to the 
responsible BLM state office, the office makes a preliminary determina- 
tion as to whether the exchange would be in the public interest, pub- 
lishes a notice of its determination, and invites public comments. The 
state office then evaluates the environmental consequences of the 
exchange and alternatives to it, a process in which it again seeks public 
input. If the office decides to proceed with the exchange, it appraises 
the exchange properties to determine their value and, if necessary, 
makes adjustments to make them of equal value. After public hearings 
and comment, the BLM state director makes the final decision on whether 
to proceed with an exchange. 

In previous reports, we examined the administration of coal exchange 
proposals and recommended that Interior develop guidelines to measure 
whether the public interest was served and equal value was obtained in 
exchanges. We also recommended that it adopt standards for the data 
required to evaluate an exchange proposal. 

As agreed with your office, we examined seven exchanges of coal lands, 
interests, or leases that were pending at the time of your request. Four 
of these were fee exchange proposals-three in Wyoming and one in 
New Mexico-and the other three were lease exchanges m Wyoming 
and Montana. At the time of our review, BLM had published preliminary 
determinations that all seven exchanges were in the public interest and I 
had prepared environmental assessments and appraisal reports for five 
of the exchange proposals. We reviewed each of these documents as well 
as BLM instructional and informational memorandums and other policy 
and procedural guidance. We also reviewed legislation authorizing coal 
exchanges and BLM'S implementing regulations. In addition, we inter- 
viewed officials of the BLM state, district, and area offices in Wyoming, 
Montana, and New Mexico who were responsible for evaluating the 
exchanges, as well as appropriate headquarters officials. 
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BLM Developed and In response to recommendations by a congressionally mandated commis- 

Followed Procedures 
sion, Interior developed guidelines for determining the value of coal 
lands, interests, or leases involved m an exchange, and for the most 

for Determining Equal part, these were followed m the cases we examined Where the guide- 

Value lines were not strictly followed, it nevertheless appeared that BLM staff 
had complied with them in substance. For example, BLM staff did not 
always prepare separate reports containing the geologic, engineering, 
and economic data used to support the appraisals, as required by the 
guidelines. However, we found that the required data were either incor- 
porated into the appraisal reports or were available in BLM files. 

BLM Followed BLM’S process for evaluating exchanges includes detailed procedures for 

Elstablished Procedures 
assessing environmental effects, and these procedures were followed in 
the exchanges for which environmental assessments had been prepared 

for Assessing As required by BLM regulations, BLM evaluated the federal lands being 

Environmental Effects considered for exchange as part of Its overall land use plannmg process 
and found them to be suitable for mining. To satisfy the National Envi- 
ronmental Pohcy Act, BLM conducted environmental assessments for five 
of the exchanges, concluding that the exchanges would not significantly 
affect the environment. Work on the other two assessments had not 
been completed as of September 1986. As part of its evaluations, BLM 
provided opportunities for public participation and comment 

BLM Has Public FLPMA (for fee exchanges) and BLM regulations (for lease exchanges) 

Interest Criteria for 
require that they be in the public interest. Although BLM has developed 
criteria for making this determination for fee exchanges, it has not done 

Fee Exchanges but Not so for lease exchanges. For fee exchanges, BLM had developed a list of 12 

fo# Lease Exchanges policy objectives or criteria to be considered in determining whether the 
exchange serves the public interest. (See app IV, p. 22.) In the four fee * 
exchanges we reviewed, BLM apphed these criteria in a reasonable 
manner to determine whether the public interest would be served by the 
exchange. In June 1986, BLM revised its pohcy, expanding its list of 
pohcy objectives to 14 and strengthening the overall policy by imposing 
specific new requirements on BLM field officials. 

For lease exchanges, however, BLM does not have any exphcit, agency- 
wide criteria by which to measure public interest. A BLM headquarters 
official responsible for solid minerals leasing told us that neither the 
Congress nor any parties affected by an exchange had expressed a need 
for such criteria. Therefore, BLM did not perceive a need for specific cri- 
teria. In the one lease exchange that we reviewed for which BLM made a 
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public interest determination, the responsible staff person identified six 
conditions about this exchange that he believed made the exchange m 
the public interest. Although he considered certain of the criteria for fee 
exchanges, he based his determination on his knowledge of the public 
benefits associated with the exchange This ad hoc method of defining 
public interest, based on one person’s understanding, does not ensure 
that all exchanges are treated consistently and is potentially less reliable 
than a determination based on explicit criteria and procedures. 

BLM Does Not Have a Although the federal coal leasing program is based on the principle of 

Policy to Consider 
competition, BLM does not have a policy that requires it to consider alter- 
native tracts before exchangmg lands in which companies other than 

Alternatives to the exchange proponent have expressed an interest in leasing. Since 

Exchanging Potentially 1976, the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act has required that all 

Competitive Lands 
federal coal leases be awarded by competitive bidding, a requirement 
meant to ensure that the federal government receives a fair return for 
its coal. However, a coal exchange is an exception to this system of com- 
petition. BLM does not require its staff to consider whether other compa- 
nies might be interested in leasing the federal lands selected for 
exchange and, if so, to identify alternative lands in which there is no 
known leasing interest. 

Three of the exchanges we reviewed involved federal lands in which 
other companies had previously expressed interest. In two of the three 
cases, sensitive to public criticism about the anticompetitive nature of 
exchanges, the BLhJ state office tried to find other tracts that appeared 
to be less competitive than those being considered for exchange. How- 
ever, these actions reflect the concerns of that particular BLM state office 
rather than an agencywide policy, and other state offices could act dif- 
ferently under the same circumstances. * 

Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

Although BLM has established a number of procedures to improve its 
administration of coal exchanges, it has not developed criteria, such as 
those it uses to evaluate fee exchanges, for determining whether lease 
exchanges are in the public interest. In our view, such determinations 
should be based on established criteria rather than on judgments which, 
because they are ad hoc, may not be consistent and are potentially less 
reliable. 

For both lease and fee exchanges, BLM does not have procedures to 
require that it identify alternatives when the lands selected by the 
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exchange proponent are known to be of interest to other companies. 
While the BLM state office considered the effects on competition m the 
exchanges we examined, we believe that an agencywide policy and pro- 
cedures are needed to ensure that all BLM state offices consider the com- 
petitive nature of proposed exchange lands. 

In our view, the adoption of these additional procedures would enhance 
an already improved program and avoid possible problems in future 
exchanges. Therefore, we recommend that the Secretary of the Interior 

. develop formal criteria for determining whether a lease exchange is in 
the public interest and 

l develop an agencywide policy and procedures for lease and fee 
exchanges that require all BLM state offices to determine whether other 
companies have expressed an interest in leasing the federal lands pro- 
posed for exchange and, if so, to consider alternative lands for 
exchange 

Agency Comments Interior generally agreed with our evaluation of and recommendations 
for improving its coal exchange program but offered some specific com- 
ments on our recommendations and other points. The Department said 
that during fiscal year 1987 it plans to develop criteria for determmmg 
whether lease exchanges are in the public interest, as we recommend 

With regard to our second recommendation, Interior believes it already 
has a policy that requires it to consider alternatives to lands involved in 
a fee exchange, including competitive and cooperative leasing. However, 
this pohcy covers fee exchanges only, not lease exchanges As to this fee 
exchange policy, Interior believes that its instruction to give “full con- 
sideration [to] alternatives to the exchange, mcludmg competitive and 
cooperative leasing,” is equivalent to a requirement that it consider 
alternative coal lands when the proponent proposes that the federal 
government trade lands for which others have previously expressed 
leasing interest This interpretation is not, m our view, implicit in Inte- 
rior’s pohcy and needs to be clearly stated. 

Other comments and our responses are discussed in appendix VI. 

This work was performed under the direction of Mr. Michael 
Gryszkowlec, Associate Director. Other major contributors are listed m 
appendix VII. 
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As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce its contents 
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 30 days from 
the date of this letter. At that time, copies will be sent to the Director, 
Office of Management and Budget; the Secretary of the Interior; other 
House and Senate committees and subcommittees with oversight and 
appropriation responsibilities for coal leasing; and other interested 
parties. 

Sincerely yours, 

fDe!!!$?& 
Assistant Comptroller General 
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Background 

Authorizaton and 
Purpose of Coal 
Exchanges 

The federal government may enter into two types of coal exchanges A 
fee exchange 1s an outright trade of federal lands or mineral interests 
for those held privately, while a lease exchange mvolves an exchange of 
an existmg coal lease on federal lands for a new federal lease elsewhere 

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) (43 IJSC 
1701, & seq.) is the general authority for fee exchanges. Section 206 of 
this act permits the Secretary of the Interior to undertake a fee 
exchange as long as it is m the public interest and the lands to be 
exchanged are in the same state and are of equal value. If they are not, 
of equal value, HLM or the private owner may make an equalizing monc- 
tary payment of up to 25 percent of the total value of the federal lands 
or interests to be exchanged. 

Interior has used its exchange authority to acquire private coal lands m 
wilderness areas and national parks so that these lands are preserved It 
has also used this authority to consolidate federal coal lands into units 
that are more economical to mine in order to increase competition, reve- 
nues, and production. Coal ownership m the western states 1s often 
located in a checkerboard pattern, with federal coal lands mterspersed 
among coal lands owned by railroad companies and other private mtcr- 
ests. These tracts are generally too small to be mined efficiently but, 
when grouped with adJacent tracts, can form logical (economic) mining 
units. 

Coal lands or leases may also be exchanged to compensate owners of 
lands that arc closed to mining under the Surface Mmmg Control and 
Reclamatron Act of 1977 (30 USC 1260) The act prohlbrts coal mmmg m 
western alluvial valley floors, or stream valleys, where it would mter- 
rupt farming or damage water supply systems. To provide relief to those 
who owned or leased such lands from the federal government before the 
Surface Mining Act was passed, Interior may exchange federal coal 
lands or leases 

Because the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 requires 
that all coal leases be issued by competltlve bidding, Interior does not 
have standing authority to exchange leases other than those authorized 
by the Surface Mmmg Act. However, the Congress has periodically 
enacted leglslatlon authorlzmg lease exchanges for special purposes For 
example, exchanges were authorized to compensate lessees whose coal 
development rights were taken by the routing of Interstate Highway I- 
90 m Wyoming Exchanges were also authorized to protect archaeo- 
logical, paleontologlcal, and scenic values in the Bisti Wilderness Study 
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Area of New Mexico and to resolve a long-standing impasse over the 
development of coal on the Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation in 
Montana. 

Coal Exchange 
Administration 

- 
Interior’s Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is responsible for evalu- 
atmg coal exchange proposals and executing exchange agreements. The 
exchange process begins when a lessee or other party submits a pro- 
posal to the BLM state or district office describing in general terms the 
properties to be exchanged. The BLM state director must then make a 
preliminary determination that the exchange would be in the public 
interest, publish this finding m the Federal Register, and invite public 
comment The state office then undertakes an environmental assessment 
to determine if any significant environmental impacts are likely to result 
from the exchange, and also considers alternatives to the exchange as 
proposed. The availability of a draft assessment is announced in a Fed- 
eral Register notice soliciting public comments. If significant impacts are 
indicated, an environmental impact statement must be prepared. If not, 
1%~ develops an appraisal of the value of both the federal and private 
coal properties or leases. As an alternative, however, BLM may review 
the exchange proponents’ appraisal of the private lands. On the basis of 
the appraisal report, BLM determines whether a payment is necessary to 
equalize the value of the two properties, or whether either property 
should be redelineated to achieve equal value. Finally, after public hear- 
mgs and comment, the BLM state director decides whether to proceed 
with an exchange. 

Coal1 Exchanges to Date Since 1979, Interior has evaluated 21 exchange proposals, of which it 
approved 6 and rejected 8; 7 were being evaluated or awaiting a final 
determination at the time of our review. In previous reviews, we 
examined Interior’s administration of three of these earlier coal 
exchange proposals: the exchange of rights to leases held by the Utah 
Power and Light Company; a fee exchange proposed by the Meridian 
Land and Mineral Company in Montana; and a lease exchange involvmg 
the Duck Nest Creek federal coal tract in Wyoming.L In each review, we 
found problems with Interior’s evaluations of the exchange proposals, 
largely because of the lack of procedural guidelines and standards. To 
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correct these problems we recommended that Interior develop (I) guide- 
lines for measuring public benefit and equal value for coal lands suitable 
for exchanges, (2) standards for data required for an evaluation, (3) cri- 
teria for use of economic evaluation methods and for developing coal 
reserve estimates, and (4) procedures defining Interior’s responsibilities 
and how they are to be discharged. 

Objectives, Scope, and As agreed with the office of the Chairman, House Committee on Interior 

Methodology 
and Insular Affairs, we reviewed BLM'S administration of the coal 
exchange proposals pending at the time of his request. The Chairman 
was specifically concerned with whether BLM has procedures to ensure 
that (1) only coal of equal value 1s exchanged, (2) environmental values 
are protected, (3) exchanges are clearly in the public interest, and (4) 
potentially competitive coal lands are not exchanged. 

The purpose of our review was to determine whether BLM has-and fol- 
lows-procedures to further these objectives. We did not review the 
adequacy of these procedures. We examined statutes authorizing coal 
exchanges and relating to the Chairman’s concerns. We also identified 
applicable BLM procedures and regulations, instructional and informa- 
tion memorandums, and other legal, policy, and procedural guidance We 
interviewed BLhI headquarters and field officials to confirm which proce- 
dures applied to each concern and to document how they were supposed 
to be implemented, what internal controls governed how they would be 
implemented, and how and why the procedures were actually imple- 
mented. We also examined how BLM conducted its evaluations when it 
did not have procedures, or did not follow them. 

We reviewed the extensive files of both internal and public documents 
generated throughout the exchange evaluation process. Because the 
evaluation of exchanges is a highly public process, concerns of affected 
parties in industry, the environmental commumty, and state and local 
government are well documented in the public record. We therefore 
assumed that an analysis of public comments and BLM'S responses would 
provide sufficient information on the exchange evaluation process and 
did not seek additional mformatlon from parties affected by the 
exchanges. 

To determine whether BLM followed procedures for valuing coal lands 
proposed for exchange, we compared actions taken by BLM with the 
requirements of its Guide to Federal Coal Property Appraisal. These 
guidelines provide procedural guidance to responsible officials and field 
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techmcal staff on how to appraise coal property. Where we found dis- 
crepancies between BLM'S appraisal practices and procedures, we traced 
the actions taken back to the underlying BLM data and analyses. &ml- 
larly, in mstances where public or internal BLM records disclosed con- 
cerns about any aspect of an appraisal, we traced the actions taken by 
BLM back to supporting data and/or analyses. We did not evaluate the 
accuracy of BLM'S appraisals, or whether BLM procedures ensured that 
equal value was derived 

To determine if exchanges included federal coal lands that companies 
had expressed interest in leasing, we reviewed mdustry expressions of 
leasing interest, BLM tract delineation reports, and rankings of tract 
development potential 

To determme if environmental values were being considered, we com- 
pared actions taken by BLM with the requirements of its regulations that 
implement the land use planning requirements of the Federal Land 
Pohcy and Management Act and the environmental impact analysis 
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act. 

To determine how I3LM considers whether exchanges are m the public 
Interest, we reviewed BLM records and files for data and/or analyses doc- 
umenting how the public interest was considered in each exchange. In 
addition, we interviewed responsible technical and managerial BLM offi- 
cials to confirm the results of our review 

The seven proposals we examined were those under consideration by 
Interior as of August 1985; they are described in table 1.1 At the time of 
our review, BLM had not completed the environmental assessments for 
the Whitney Benefits and J-Y Ranch exchanges. Appraisal reports were 
prepared for six of the seven exchanges; however, those for the * 
McKinley County, Chevron/Consol, and Whitney Benefits exchanges 
were being revised during our review. The J-Y Ranch exchange had not 
progressed to the point where an appraisal should have been prepared. 
We did not evaluate the Whitney Benefits appraisal because it is being 
guided by the Department of Justice m connection with litigation in the 
I7.S. District Court for the District of Wyoming and in the Court of 
Claims 

Our review was conducted at Interior Department and BLM headquarters 
offices m Washington, D.C., and at BLM state, district, and area offices in 
Wyoming, Montana, and New Mexico from August 1985 to September 
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1986 We conducted the review m accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards 

Table 1.1: Coal Exchange Proposals Under Consideration by Interior as of August 19W 

Exchange (proponent) 
Teton Valley Ranch 
(Wrlson family) 

J Y Ranch (Laurance 
Rockefeller) 

McKrnley County (Sante 
Fe Pacrfrc Railroad) 

Whitney Benefits (Peter 
Krcwrt Sons) 

Thundercloud (Kerr- 
McGee Corporatron) 

Greenleaf-Miller (Peabody 
Coal Company) 

~~nFII;c;h (Chevron/ 
J 

Exchange 
Authonty type 
Federal Land Pokey and Fee 
Management Act of 
1976-Section 206 

Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act of 
1976-Section 206 

Fee --- 

Federal Land Pokey and 
Management Act of 
1976-Section 206 

Surface Mrnrng Control 
and Reclamation Act of 
1977-Section 510 

Public Law 95554 Lease 

Publrc Law 96-401 

Public Law 96-401 

Fee 

Fee 

Lease with 
brddmg 
rights 

Lease wrth 
bidding 
rights 

State Terms 
Wyoming The federal government acquired 354 privately 

owned acres In the National Elk Refuge in exchange 
for federal coal lands In a checkerboard area 
adjacent to a mine operated by the Rocky Mountain 
Energy Company, which would lease the land from 
the Wilson family 

Wyomrng The federal government would obtain a scenic 
easement across a 900-acre segment of a ranch 
owned by Laurance Rockefeller in Grand Teton 
National Park In exchange for federal coal lands of 
equal value elsewhere In Wyomrng 

New Mexico The federal government would obtain 6,280 acres of 
coal land and mineral rights under 4,893 acres In 
Chaco Culture National Hrstonc Park In exchange for 
about 4,830 acres of federal coal lands in a 
checkerboard area adjacent to a mine owned by the 
Santa Fe Pacrfrc Railroad 

Wyoming 

Wyoming 

Montana 

Montana 

The federal government would obtain-l,326 acres of 
pnvately owned alluvial valley floor lands in the 
Tongue River Valley in Wyoming in exchange for 
federal coal of equal value elsewhere in Wyoming 

The federal government acquired a coal lease held 
by the Kerr-McGee Coal Corporation on federal 
lands affected by the routing of Interstate Highway I- 
90 In Wyomrng In exchange for a lease next to the 
company’s operating mine in another area of the 
state 
The federal government issued a new-coal lease as 
settlement for cancelled leases, permits, and rights 
to lease on lands within the Northern Cheyenne 
Indian Reservation in Montana 

The federal government will Issue new coal leases as * 

settlement for cancelled leases, permits, and rights 
to lease on lands within the Northern Cheyenne 
Indian Reservation in Montana 

%nce August 1985, Intenor has completed the Teton Valley Ranch, Kerr McGee, and Peabody 
exchanges 
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Coal Vahatiah 
-_-------__-- 

Procedures 
--- - I__--. 

13IYVl Guidelines In .July 1985 I&M published its Guide to Federal Coal Property Appraisal -- --- -- 
and instructed that it be used by BLM staff and officials responsible for 
doterminmg the value of federal coal. The guide was developed m 
response to the recommendations of the Commlsslon on Fan Market 
Value I’ohcy for Federal Coal Leasing, appointed by Interior at the 
direction of the Congress in 1983 to study the federal coal program and 
consider ways m which to ensure that fau- market value is received for 
federal coal leases. In addition to recommending the kinds of informa- 
tion to be considered m determining market value, the Commlsslon rec- 
ommended that Interior develop methods and procedures for conductmg 
appraisals that are “unassailable not only m fact but in public appear- 
ance as well.” Accordingly, the Commlsslon advocated that Interior 
develop guidelines to promote uniformity among field office appraisals 
and open its procedures to public inspection. 

The appraisal guide developed by Interior was meant to reflect these 
recommendations. Its stated intent is to “encourage consistent and reph- 
cable application of standard appraisal procedures” and to promote a 
uniform approach to federal coal property appraisal, including those 
properties involved in exchanges for which equal value determinations 
must be made. The guide was sent to RLM state offices in draft form m 
November 1984 and was used in preparing the five exchange appraisal 
reports that had been completed at the tune of our review. 

According to the guide, the coal property appraisals are to be prepared 
by a regional evaluation team (RET), composed of HLM staff, who report 
to a I%M deputy state director. In preparing its appraisal, the 1%‘~ relies 
on geologic and engineering information furnished by the district and 
area office geologist and mining engineer The data, which are necessary 
for determining the quantity, quality, and mmability of the coal, are to 
be reviewed by the RET, which must certify that the data are adequate to 
support the valuation of the federal coal property being appraised. The 
data are also to be revlewed by a council of HLM geologic and engineering 
experts appointed by the RI,M state director and the regional coal team to 
make sure the data meet regional standards of data adequacy z The WI 

then organizes the data mto a geologic and engineering data report that, 
contains a statement certifying the accuracy and adequacy of the data 

“lb rcg~onal ~a1 team, wtuch is comprised ot BLM state due&x-s and state govcmors 01 represent- 
&IW~, gmdcs coal activity planrung withm a federal coal production region and mdkcs rcwmmc~nd~r- 
t ions on loxsing to the Sr~etary of the Intcnor 
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BLM Complied With Its In the five exchanges for which appraisal reports were completed, we 

Appraisal Guide 
found that, for the most part, the RETS had followed the appraisal guide- 
lines. While the staff did not follow the approach specified in the guide 
for assurmg geologic data adequacy and publishmg supportmg data and 
assumptions, we belleve that SLM staff complied with the guidelmes in 
substance. 

-----. --__ 

Gctologic Data Adequacy 
Review 

- -- ---- -.- 
Two NETS were responsible for preparing the five appraisals that had 
been completed at the time of our review. the Southwest HET m New 
Mexico, which evaluated the McKmley exchange, and the Northwest lib:‘r 
m Wyoming, which evaluated the Peabody, Chevron/Consol, Kerr- 
McGee, and Teton Valley Ranch exchanges 

We found that m preparing these appraisals, the HE’I’S reviewed the geo- 
logic data but HLM did not convene the recommended review councils, 
nor had it developed standards for measuring whether the data were 
adequate. However, the geologic data were reviewed withm NM'S field 
organization. For example, immediate supervisors of the field geologists 
who analyzed the data, staff at BLM district and state offices, and the 
Deputy State Director for Minerals reviewed and found the geologic data 
adequate for the McKinley County exchange m New Mexico. The 
reviewers were knowledgeable about the geology of the area and used 
their professional Judgment to assess the adequacy of the data for esti- 
mating coal quantity and quality. In all five exchanges, BLM field offi- 
cials judged that the geologic data were sufficient for valuation 
purposes. 

IILM has begun to develop regional geologic data adequacy standards for 
the Powder River Basin and Green River-Hams Fork regions in Colorado, 
Wyommg, and Montana, two of the six federal coal regions, as a part of 
the Department’s efforts to improve the coal leasing program Draft 
standards for the Powder River Basin were developed by a task force 
from RLM'S Wyoming state office As of September 1986, draft standards 
had not yet been developed for the Green River-Hams Fork region, but 
according to the regional coordinator, HLM hoped to obtain regional coal 
team approval of its approach to developing data adequacy standards 
for this region by the spring of 1987. 
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Geologic and Economic Data The appraisal guide requires that the RETS prepare two separate reports 

Reports that form the data base for estimating the value of the coal property. 
The geologic and engineering data report is to include, among other 
things, the geologic characteristics of the property-the amount of 
earth overlying the coal, for example, and the type and quality of the 
coal-and the resulting costs of mmmg it. The economic data report is to 
include general regional economic data, including mining cost and coal 
price projections; specific tract data, such as the potential markets for 
the produced coal; and economic data on comparable tracts. Noting that 
not all the specific data outlined in the guide are necessary, the guide 
nevertheless states that there must be enough data developed to ade- 
quately support the estimated value and to provide the rationale for the 
use of the data. 

We found that both of these required reports were prepared only for the 
Teton Valley Ranch appraisal However, in the four other exchange 
appraisals, the RETS included part of the required mformatlon m the 
appraisal reports and had the rest assembled in files. The Southwest 
RET, for example, prepared a separate geologic data report for the 
McKinley exchange proposal but mcluded the required engineering and 
economic data in a section of the appraisal report. According to the 
Deputy State Director for Minerals and the RET leader, these sections of 
the report met the guidelines’ substantive requirements for supportmg 
data. 

The Northwest RET, m its appraisals of the Kerr-McGee, Peabody, and 
Chevron/Consol exchanges, also did not prepare separate geologic and 
economrc data reports. In the Kerr-McGee exchange, for example, the 
n~‘r mcorporated much of the required geologic and engineering data 
prepared by the district office into its appraisal reports. However, some 
of the economic data called for in the guidelmes were not included m the 
appraisal reports-particularly data describing general and regional 
market conditions. The Northwest RET leader told us that the informa- 
tion was prepared, considered m developing appraisals, and available m 
the state office files. He acknowledged that he had not followed the 
guidelines precisely because the RET was short of staff and was facing a 
heavy work load at the time the exchange proposals were being evalu- 
ated. He believed, however, that the RET'S appraisals complied with the 
guidelmes m substance. He also said that the required reports will be 
prepared m support of the Chevron/Consol appraisal, which is currently 
under revlsmn, as well as all future appraisals In addition, the reports 
will include a statement certifymg data accuracy and adequacy 

Y 
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BLM’S Washington office is taking steps to achieve more uniform compli- 
ance with the Bureau’s appraisal guidance. According to the Chief of 
Minerals Policy and Program Coordination, in the future, RETS will no 
longer have as much discretion to depart from documentation guide- 
lines. He told us that BLM plans to incorporate its coal property appraisal 
guide into its operating manual, which requires stricter compliance and 
gives managers less latitude in this area. 
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BLM Environmental Rwkw Procedures 

Statutory and 
Regulatory 
Requirements 

Numerous laws assign BLM responsibility for ensuring that environ- 
mental values are considered in its management of the public lands, As a 
result, BLM has developed detailed environmental review procedures to 
be followed in its activities, including coal exchanges. For coal 
exchanges, ~1,~'s principal environmental protection responsibilities are 
to 

l develop and maintain land use plans, as required by the Federal Land 
Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA); 

l determine whether federal coal lands are suitable for mining, according 
to standards set forth in the Surface Minmg Control and Reclamation 
Act of 1977; and 

. determine whether coal development in general, and the proposed 
exchange specifically, would have significant effects on the environ- 
ment. If so, these impacts must be analyzed in a detailed statement that 
must also examine alternatives to the proposed action. These require- 
ments are imposed by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 
@EPA). 

According to BLM regulations, many of these requirements are to be sat- 
isfied during the land use planning process. This process begins with the 
identification, through an assessment of multiple use trade-offs, of areas 
with coal development potential. BLM managers then identify those areas 
that are unsuitable for mining, according to criteria established in the 
Surface Mining Act and further detailed in BLM regulations. In this way, 
national parks, historical areas, wilderness areas, wetlands, animal habi- 
tats, and other protected or sensitive lands are eliminated from further 
consideration for coal development unless, in some cases, it can be 
demonstrated that mining would have no adverse effect. The last stage 
in the screening process is to consult with surface owners whose lands 
overlie federal coal deposits. Coal lands found unsuitable during any 
phase of the land use screening process are generally not considered for 
an exchange unless a new analysis shows a change in circumstances. 

BLM regulations require that coal lands proposed for exchange clear this 
screening process and have an approved land use plan, known either as 
a resource management plan or a management framework plan. This 
plan also contains the environmental impact statement required by NEPA, 
containmg an environmental analysis and analyses of alternatives to the 
management actions considered in the plan. 

To further satisfy NEPA requirements, BLM must conduct an environ- 
mental assessment to determine whether there would be significant 
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environmental impacts. If it appears that the exchange would sigmfi- 
cantly affect the environment, BLM must prepare a detailed impact anal- 
ysis; otherwise, it may make a fmdmg of no significant impact. As with 
all NEPA documents, the assessment must also evaluate the environ- 
mental effects of alternative actions, including no action. 

_~-~.- 

Public Involvement 
Required 

--- - 
For land use plans, environmental assessments, and other NEPA docu- 
ments, BLM must provide opportunities for public involvement in identi- 
fying issues and evaluating the agency’s analyses. Generally, RLM seeks 
comments through public meetings, hearmgs, and notices m the Federal 
Register and local media. Plans and environmental assessments or state- 
ments are first published in draft form to allow for public comment and 
revised if necessary to take into account new mformation or comments 
received during the public comment period. All substantive comments 
received must be addressed m the final document. 

BLM Prepared 
Required 
Environmental 
Analyses 

Overall, we found that BLM regulations and guidelines lay out detailed 
procedures to ensure that environmental values are considered in coal 
exchanges, and that the agency followed its procedures in reviewing 
each of the seven exchange proposals we examined 

For five of the seven exchanges, BLM had completed all required environ- 
mental evaluations At the time of our review BLM had not conducted 
environmental assessments for the J-Y Ranch and Whitney Benefits 
exchanges because final selections had not been made While two of the 
exchanges attracted many public comments, none were critical of BLM'S 
evaluation process. 

In the five exchanges that HLM evaluated-McKinley, Teton Valley 
Ranch, Peabody, Chevron/Consol, and Kerr-McGee-the selected fed- 
eral coal lands were examined m a land use plan, a regional environ- 
mental impact statement, and an environmental assessment; each of the 
assessments contained a fmdmg of no significant impact. Each document 
was first published in draft form, and opportunity was provided for 
public comment before BLM issued it m final form. ELM also invited public 
participation m identifymg issues before the draft plan or assessment 
was prcparcd. BLM'S request for public comments on the J-Y Ranch 
exchange proposal, for example, elicited considerable opposition. IIow- 
ever, much of this opposition appeared to have been based on a news- 
paper account that overstated the value of the federal coal involved and 
gave the impression that the exchanges would not be of equal value 
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Other comments expressed concern that potentially competitive federal 
coal would be exchanged, rather than offered for sale, and that the fed- 
eral lands to be exchanged included alluvial valley floors important for 
farming. On the positive side, a few of those submitting comments recog- 
nized the benefit of elimmatmg a major private land holding within 
Grand Teton National Park. 

With the exception of the environmental assessment of the McKinley 
exchange, the other assessments drew little public comment Most of the 
public comments on the environmental assessment of the McKinley 
exchange, however, were not concerned with environmental issues, 
although two commentors criticized the assessment for not looking at 
site-specific impacts of mining. In response, BLM noted that it had evalu- 
ated these impacts in a regional environmental impact statement and 
had included relevant portions in the final environmental assessment. 

l&M identified potential environmental impacts during the course of the 
land use planning screening process, when some of the lands mvolved m 
the Peabody, Chevron/Consol, and Teton Valley Ranch exchanges were 
found to be unsuitable for mmmg. Some areas were eliminated from con- 
sideration for exchange. For others, BLM stipulated conditions that 
would have to be attached to new leases in order to mitigate mmmg 
Impacts In the proposed Whitney Benefits exchange, for example, BLM 
determined that it would not allow coal mmmg m a golden eagle habitat. 
For the Chevron/Consol exchange, the environmental assessment recom- 
mended that the new lease require the companies to prepare a mitiga- 
tion plan to protect sage grouse and antelope wmtering grounds durmg 
and after mining The assessment of the Peabody exchange recom- 
mended that the lease contain stipulations to protect historic sites and 
wildlife habitat 

* 
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FV3ic InterestXkiteria 
----- -- 

Requirement for Public According to its regulations, HLM must determine that fee and lease 

Interest 
I )et,erminations 

exchanges are m the public interest before it can proceed to execute an 
exchange agreement. For fee exchanges, this requirement is derived 
from Section 206 of FLPMA, which states that such exchanges must be m 
the public interest. Laws authorizing mdividual lease exchanges may 
also contain such a requirement 

I3LM Has Criteria for 
_- -_- 

Although I3LM has developed explicit, agencywide criteria for making a 

Fee Exchanges but Sot 
pubhc interest determination for fee exchanges, it has not done so for 
1 ease exchanges In determining whether the four fee exchanges we 

for Lease Exchanges reviewed were m the public interest, BLM field offices utilized the fee 
exchange policy established in September 1983. (See exhibit IV. 1.) Con- 
tained in BLM'S operations manual, the pohcy consisted of a list of 12 
pohcy elements or objectives, one or more of which should be present m 
every exchange. This pohcy required that an exchange be denied if the 
proposal had an opposite effect to a pohcy objective. Among the policy 
elements were ObJectives such as consohdatmg federal or nonfederal 
coal holdings mto logical mmmg units, meeting a resource protection or 
management need, and enhancing competition for federal mmerals. 

HLM revised its public interest policy for fee exchanges m June 1986. On 
the one hand, the revision gives BLM field officials greater flexibility in 
measuring whether an exchange proposal is consistent with BLM pohcy 
and thus m the public interest. On the other hand, however, the revised 
policy requires RLM field officials to (1) determine that a fee exchange 
provides a greater public benefit than competitive leasing or cooperative 
leasmg alternatives; (2) obtain from exchange proponents evidence that 
all private surface owners of lands to be acquired by the United States 
consent, to mining, (3) apply unsuitabihty criteria to lands to be acquired 
by the IJmted States, except m an alluvial valley floor exchange; and (4) 
consult with the appropriate IZCT for advice on the consistency of a pro- 
posed fee exchange with &M'S competitive coal leasing program within 
their region. 
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Exhibit IV.1 Bureau of Land Management 
Fee Exchange Policy for Leasable 

and Salable Mnerals 

the exchange of leasable and salable minerals is an important tool in 
achieving public interest Federal multiple use management and land protection 
gods. When considering en exchange. the manager must also consider the 
relative utilit) of competitive and cooperative leasing of leasable mineral., 
and sale of salable minerals, in their pre-exchange Configuration. Although 
a11 of the following pdicy elements will seldom. if ever. be found in any 
one exchange proposal, one or more should be found in every proposal. any 
propos;ll that would have an oppofite effect to P policy element contamed 
herein would not be considered to be in the public interest and must be 
denied at the earliest possible ftage 

An exchange of minerals is in the public interest if: 

1. Tbr e~hange would consolidate Federal holdings into a logical 
rpLni"g unit (6) . 

2. The exchange would consolidate non-Federal holdings into a logrcal 
mimng unit (5) 

3 The exchange would serve a national resource management or proeeccion 
need 

L. The exchange would slmplxfy jurisdxtlon and allow Federal land use 
planning efforts to be confined to an area in vhich the Unlted States 
controls the alneral development. 

5 The exchange would reunite Federal mrface and subsurface estates. 

6. The exchange would eliminate isolated tracts and checkerboard 
patterns of Federal mmerals. 

7 The exchange would achieve a management goal without using appropriated 
funds to pay for the resources needed by the Unlted States 

a The exchange would meet needs of State and local people. 

9 The non-Federal lands to be received in the exchange would serve the 
public betrer in publx ownership than the murerals to be transferred in 
the exchange 

10 The exchange would enhance competitive bidding for the Federal mu-erals. 

11 The potential revenue from a lease or sale of the Federal minerals 
consolidated by the exchange would be greater than the potential revenue 
from a iease or sale of the minerals in Federal ovnership prior to the 
exchange. 

12 The exchange does not involve a transfer of a fee interest in 
Federal minerals for a less than fee interest (e g.. consenwtlon or 
scenic easements) in non-federal lands. If a less than fee interest 
in non-Federal lands Is all that is needed, e fee exchange shall be followed 
by P competitive bidding, or a modified competaive bidding, sale of the 
unneeded interests as the sftuntlon dictates 

* 

Source ELM Manual 2200 
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In the one lease exchange we reviewed that BLM considered its public 
interest regulations applied to-the Kerr-McGee exchange-BLM pub- 
lished its determination that the exchange was m the public interest.J 
However, in this case, the determination was based not on a list of 
formal criteria but on a set of conditions that the state office’s coal pro- 
gram coordmator had identified as benefits of the exchange. Although 
the program coordinator considered certain of the criteria for fee 
exchanges, he based the public interest determination for the Kerr- 
McGee exchange on his understanding of the public benefits involved m 
this particular exchange, which included (1) meeting congressional 
intent, (2) enhancing federal revenues, (3) promoting coal development, 
(4) minimizing adverse environmental impacts, (5) assuring continued 
local economic development, and (6) providing adequate competltlon for 
adjacent federal coal lands. 

According to BLM’S Assr&a.nt Director for Solid Leasable Minerals, 
neither the Congress nor any of the parties involved in coal lease 
exchanges has expressed concern about the absence of specific policy 
guidance on how public interest determinations should be made for coal 
lease exchanges. He said that if the issue had been raised, HLM would 
have responded to concerns and developed specific criteria. 

Qnclusions and 
R&ornmendation 

Although the coal coordmator seems to have considered the more impor- 
tant aspects of public interest pertammg to this exchange, other reviews 
may not be as thorough. Some elements of the public interest, princi- 
pally environmental protection and equal value, are reviewed under 
other procedures, but other aspects of an exchange-its effect on com- 
petitive bidding or on the government’s ability to lease surrounding coal 
lands, for example-could be overlooked if they are not considered at 
the time a public interest determination is made. A list of explicit, * 

agencywide public interest crlterla could thus serve as an important 
checklist, providing BLM and the public with standards by which to mea- 
sure whether all aspects of the public interest have been taken into 
account. 

While we are not critical of BLM’S fmdmg regarding public interest in the 
Kerr-McGee exchange, we believe that the manner in which the decision 

sAlthough R1.M considers them as exchanges m other ways, It regards the Peabody and Chevron/ 
Consol exchanges as settlements for cancelled leases and therefore did not believe it necessary to 
prepare public Interest determmatlons for them 
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was reached could have been improved. In our view, such determina- 
tions should be based on established criteria rather than on judgments 
that, because they are ad hoc, may not be consistent and are potentially 
less reliable. Therefore, we recommend that the Secretary of the Interior 
develop formal criteria for determining whether a lease exchange is in 
the public interest. 
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Procedures for Consildering Effects 
on Competition 

Competition in the Under the Miner; Lands Leasing Act, as amended by the Federal Coal 

Federal Coal Program 
Leasing Amendments Act of 1976, federal coal can be leased only on a 
competitive basis. According to the House and Senate reports accompa- 
nying the 1976 legislation, the public had been msufficiently compen- 
sated for its coal resources, and the award of leases by competitive 
bidding was viewed as a way to help assure that the federal government 
received fair market value for public resources, 

An exchange is an exception to the principle of competition underlying 
the federal coal program, because it allows a company to acquire federal 
coal without going through a competitive bidding process. Hut while an 
exchange may be exempt from the usual rules of competition, it need not 
lessen overall competition for federal coal by taking away from the 
leasing program those lands that are most likely to attract competing 
bids, as indicated by companies’ expressions of interest 

~---~ 

BLM’s Consideration of IKM does not have a policy or procedures that require it to determine 

Competition 
whether an exchange mvolves lands for which other compames 
expressed a leasing interest during BLM'S preparation for lease sales 
Among the seven exchanges that we examined, competition was not an 
issue in four cases because the federal lands were either in checkerboard 
areas or locations that allowed them to be mined economically only by 
the companies proposing exchange The Teton Valley Ranch and 
McKinley exchange proposals, for example, involved the exchange of 
lands m checkerboard areas that are of interest only to the companies 
with adjacent mining operations. For the two Northern Cheyenne 
exchanges--Peabody and Chevron/Consol-the authorizmg legislation 
required that the new leases be on lands adJaCent to the companies’ 
existing operations and economically mmable only by those companies 

In the three other exchanges -Kerr-McGee, Whitney Benefits, and J-Y 
Ranch-the exchange proponents selected portions of federal land for 
which other companies had previously expressed interest m leasing. For 
the Kerr-McGee and Whitney Renefits exchanges, the KM Wyoming 
state office, m reaction to public criticism, considered alternative tracts 
in which there was little or no leasing interest The state office believes 
that m the *J-Y Ranch exchange, the proponent himself will propose 
alternatives In a memorandum sent to the BLM Director while the IILM 

Wyoming state office was evaluating several exchange proposals, the 
state director reported that his office was encountermg numerous alle- 
gations that the exchanges were anticompetitive, noting that coal 
exchanges were perceived as a means to circumvent the leasmg process. 
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1Jnhke the Peabody and Chevron/Consol lease exchanges, the legislation 
authorizing the Kerr-McGee lease exchange did not require the company 
to select tracts which it alone could mine economically. Instead, m 
exchange for leases it held near Interstate Highway I-90 in Wyommg, 
Kerr-McGee selected lands within the Thundercloud tract, an area rich 
in coal and one m which two other companies had indicated an interest 
in either exploring or leasing. The lands selected by Kerr-McGee were 
also next to a mine operated by the Anaconda Minerals Company. 
Ancaconda protested the exchange, arguing that removing the selected 
lands from the Thundercloud tract would reduce interest in leasing the 
rcmamder. In addition, since the exchange tract also bordered Ana- 
conda’s mine, it was particularly desirable to Anaconda because of the 
ease with which it could be incorporated into its existing operation 

IKM considered several alternative tracts suggested by Anaconda. 
According to the environmental assessment report on the exchange, 
however, HLM could not evaluate each alternative because it lacked the 
geologic data necessary to determine the value of the coal within the 
tract boundaries of each alternative. To address Anaconda’s criticism 
that the Thundercloud tract was made less competitive by the exchange, 
HLM added other lands to the tract and improved its access to rail 
transportation 

In the Whitney Benefits exchange, RLM Wyoming state office officials 
also offered alternatives, lands m which there was not as much interest 
m leasing as those selected by the exchange proponent As originally 
proposed, the exchange mvolved a trade of privately owned coal within 
alluvial valley floor lands for certain federal coal lands within the Ash 
Creek tract m Wyoming. Because the selected federal lands are next to 
an inactive mine owned by another company, RLM took mto account the 
possibihty that the mine owner might eventually wish to resume opera- 
tions. IKM offered the exchange proponent lands in another tract that 
the proponent alone had expressed interest m leasing m 1982, but the 
offer was reJected. 

The federal lands selected m the J-Y Ranch exchange include the 
western half of the lands delineated as the Youngs Creek tract, a tract m 
which another company has a potential interest, and a portion of the 
Ash Creek tract discussed above In this case, however, RLM has not 
offered alternative lands because it believes that the exchange propo- 
nent will propose alternatives rather than undertake the costs of the 
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additional drillmg that J%M has required so that it can appraise the value 
of the selected lands m Youngs Creek. 

Conclusions and 
Recommendation 

----- 
Even though coal exchanges are the exception to the requirements for 
competition that otherwise pertain to federal coal development, IU,M can 
try to avoid exchanging lands that are likely to attract bidding competi- 
tion. The three exchange proposals that we reviewed were publicly criti- 
cized for involving potentially competitive lands Although not required 
by its regulations, I&M’S Wyoming state office reacted to criticism by 
attempting-m two of the three cases-to find alternatives m which 
there was little or no leasing interest 

We believe that it should not be up to each HLM state office to decide, on 
a case-by-case basis, whether to consider alternative lands rf an 
exchange proponent proposes that the federal government trade lands 
m which others have an interest m leasing. We recognize that it may not 
always be possible to find suitable alternatives, but we believe that as 
an agencywide policy, EKM should consider the alternative lands avail- 
able before it proceeds to exchange lands for which there might other- 
wise be competition 

Therefore, we recommend that the Secretary of the Interior develop an 
agencywide policy and procedures for lease and fee exchanges that 
would require all IKM state offices to determine whether other compa- 
rues have expressed an interest m leasing the federal lands proposed for 
exchange and, if so, to consider alternatives. 
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supplementing those In the I-- 
report text appear at the I 

end of this appendix United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

DEC 17 1986 

See comment 1 

, Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Assistant Comptroller General 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

, Dear Mr. Peach: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the draft of the proposed 
report, “Interior Has Improved Its Administration of Coal Exchanges,” 
GAO/WED-87-53. The Department of the Interior is pleased that GAO has 
reported favorably on our efforts to introduce consistency into a program 
area, fee coal and coal lease exchanges, that in the past has seemed to 
certain members of the public and the Congress to be inconsistently managed. 

The draft report makes two recommendations, and we will respond to them in 
order. In addition, the draft contains several points which we believe should 
be reconsidered or corrected, and a discussion of these points follows our 
response to your recommendations. 

Recommendation 1. 

“The Secretary of the Interior should develop formal criteria for determining 
whether a lease exchange is in the public interest.” 

, This fiscal year (1987) the Department of the Interior proposes to develop I 
draft criteria to determine whether or not specific coal lease exchanges are 
in the public interest. In the past we have been reluctant to develop such 
criteria for several reasons: (1) lease exchanges must be authorized by 
statute, and the criteria for determining their merits are usually 
statute-specific; and (2) Congressional direction to the Secretary to consider 
a specific lease exchange can be understood to mean that the exchange is in 
the public interest, or otherwise Congress would not have authorized (and, 111 
at least one case, directed) the Secretary to make the exchange. 

Designing criteria under these circumstances remains difficult. A set of I 
guidelines will not assure consistency of exchange program administration 
because the objectives of exchanges vary from one authorizing statute to 
another. 

1 
Notwithstanding these factors, the Department will draft public 

interest guidelines for the coal lease exchange program. I 
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9ee comment 2 

Noworlp 9 
See comment 3 

Nowonp 16 
See comment 3 

bowonp 16 
bee comment 4 

1 2 

Recommendation 2. 

“The Secretary should develop agency-wide policy and procedures for lease and 
fee exchanges that require all Bureau of Land Management (BLM) State Offices 
to determine whether other companies have expressed an interest in leasing the 
Federal lands proposed for exchange, and if so, to consider alternative lands 
for exchange.” 

The BLM does, as a matter of policy, consider alternatives to the fee exchange 
of potentially competitive Federal coal. This policy is found at item 14(a) 
of BLM’e June 18, 1986, “Fee Exchange Policy for Leasable and Salable 
Minerals.” That policy provides the following public interest test for fee 
coal exchanges : 

(a> the Authorized Officer, after full consideration of alternatives 
to the exchange, including competitive and cooperative leasing, 
makes a determination that the exchange provides the greatest public 
benefit. 

The word “full” in this policy element requires that alternative coal be 
considered when the Federal coal in a proposed fee exchange has competitive 
leasing interest. 

The Federal-State Coal Advisory Board Charter and the individual regional coal 
team charters contain speciEic reference to the responsibility of these bodies 
to review fee coal and coal lease exchange proposals to determine the impact 
of exchanges on competitive leasing and to advise the authorized officers of 

I 

their findings. This provides a direct link between the coal exchange process 
and the competitive leasing process and addresses GAO’s concerns on this issue. 

Specific points. 

1. Page 11 -- Correct the ti.tle of the Bureau of Land Management’s organic 
act, i.e., the Federal Land Policy and Management Act. 

’ 2. Page 21 -- There are currently six Federal coal production regions, not 
seven. 

3. Page 21 -- There was no review council at the time of the exchange 
described to convene. Review councils were made part of the regIonaL coal 
activity planning process by the Secretary of the Interior’s February 21, 
1986, decisions on the Frd?ral coal management program. Procedures relatlnz 
to the review council were not issued, even on an interim basis, until May 
1986, after assessments for the exchange were completed. Furthermore, reviclw 
councils were adopted specifically for regFona1 coal leastng acttvltles. 
While they may be used For other coal management activttles at the discretion 
of the Bureau offici,3ls LlvoLved, there dre no present plans to require their 

, use in coal exchanges. Cle same RI24 employees who would con5tltute review 
councils are available to offlctals to review data for coal exchanges without 
the group’s having to be lcslgndted a review council. 
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Nowonp 16 
See comment 5 

Now on p 19 
See comment 3 

Nowonp 19 
See comment 3 

Now on pp 4 and 26 
See comment 6 

4. Pages 21 and -22 -- The Bureau did not adopt the concept of data adequacy 
standards until February 1986, when the Secretary directed the Bureau to 
develop data adequacy standards for regional coal activity planning and for 
lease-by-application actions. While data adequacy standards can be developed 
and applied to coal exchanges, the Department still must assess each exchange 
proposal to determine the appropriate level of data needed for evaluation. 

5. Page 24 -- The multiple use tradeoff/assessment screen is omitted from the 
description of the land use planning screens. 

6. Page 25 -- Use of the word “unsuitable” in describing the surface owner 
consultation screen is misleading in terms of the program’s terminology. Use 
of the phrase “not acceptable for further consideration for coal leasing” is 
more approprlate. 

7. Pages 6 and 34 -- Expressions of leasing lnterest are specific to the 
regional coal activity planning process. While no procedures (outside of 
public parttcipation opportunities) exist for an “expressions” process for 
exchanges, it is p0sstbl.e to develop these procedures. Our experience 
indicates, however, that exchange proponents usually have in mind specific 
tracts of land that they would like to receive in exchange for the lands that 

’ they are relinquishing and are not receptive to accepting alternatives. 

Please contact us Lf oe can be of further assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy sistant Secretary for 
and Minerals Management 

L 
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GAO Comments 

The followmg are GAO'S comments on the Department of the Interior’s 
letter dated December 17, 1986. 

1. We are pleased to note that Interior is proposmg to follow our recom- 
mendations and develop criteria for determining whether a lease 
exchange is in the public interest While we recogmze Interior’s concern 
about the difficulties in developing such enterlit, we note m our report 
that Interior already has regulations that require such a determmatlon 
Furthermore, while the Congress’ authorlzatlon of a lease exchange may 
imply that it 1s in the public interest, the authorizmg legislation does not 
identify the federal lands to be exchanged. Consequently, Interior must 
fmd each particular exchange to be m the public interest. 

2 Although Interior states that it has a policy to consider alternatives to 
exchanges involving potentially competltlve federal coal, this policy 
covers fee exchanges only, not lease exchanges. As to this fee exchange 
pohcy, Interior believes that its instruction to give “full conslderatlon 
[to alternatives to the exchange, including competltlve and cooperative 
leasing” 1s equivalent to a requirement that It consider alternative coal 
lands when the proponent proposes that the federal government trade 
lands for which others have previously expressed leasing interest This 
interpretation is not, m our view, lmphclt m Interior’s pohcy and needs 
to be clearly stated 

3. Clarifications or corrections have been made to the text of the report 

4. Interior appears to be restating our fmdmg that, coal appraisal gulde- 
lines notwithstanding, review councils had not been convened (or 
formed) to review the adequacy of the geologic data used m determining 
the value of the coal exchange properties We question why Interior has * 
no plans at present to require the use of review councils m coal 
exchanges since these review councils are one of several features, that 
according to Interior’s coal appraisal guidelines, are to “encourage con- 
sistent and rephcable application of standard appraisal procedures ” 

5 Our report notes that BLM began to develop data adequacy standards 
as part of its efforts to improve its coal leasmg program, an effort which 
began at least a year before the Secretary’s directive While we agree 
that each exchange proposal must be separately evaluated, we also 
believe that regional data adequacy standards not only can be but 
should be applied to all coal actlvltles, mcludmg exchanges, as Intenor’s 
appraisal guldelmes require. It 1s precisely because the amount of data 
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available in an exchange proposal may vary that standards are neces- 
sary so that one may judge whether the amount available is sufficient 
according to an objective measure. 

6. It was not our intent to have Interior develop new procedures, but 
only to make use of those expressions of interest now obtained during 
the coal activity planning process; we have amended the text to clarify 
this point. We are concerned, however, with Interior’s apparent skepti- 
cism about finding acceptable alternatives to exchange proponents’ 
selections. While the company proposing the exchange may prefer its 
original selection, Interior is still obliged to seek an exchange that serves 
the public’s interest, not merely the proponent’s, and to reject an 
exchange if an acceptable alternative cannot be found. 
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